
depth as some may wish. In addition, Jewett’s emphasis on inclusion within the community
suggests a failure to fully differentiate between an ethic of openness and inclusion and a doc-
trinal openness. The tension of these priorities is reflected within the Restoration movement
as well in the motto “In essentials unity, in all things/non-essentials love.” Love is the open-
ness, the attitude of the church that mirrors Jesus, yet the church must hold firmly to the
essentials in order to actually remain the church—God’s people. One gets the feeling read-
ing Jewett’s commentary that this tension between inclusion and doctrinal essentials has not
yet been fully worked out in the author’s own theology.

In short, Jewett’s short commentary is well worth the read. It is thoughtful and thought-
provoking, appropriate for students and pastors alike who wish to dip into a rigorous study
of Romans without facing the prohibitive price and size of a Hermeneia volume.

JUDITH ODOR

PhD Student in New Testament
Asbury Theological Seminary

Chris TILLING. Paul’s Divine Christology. WUNT II 323, Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck,
2012. 334 pp. !69.00.

Tilling serves as both Tutor in NT at St Mellitus College (London, England) and Visiting
Lecturer in Theology at King’s College London. In 2009 Tilling completed his PhD at
London School of Theology (Brunel University), under the supervision of Prof. Max Turner.
In his thesis-turned-monograph, Tilling addresses two necessary and related questions: 1) does
“Paul’s Jewish-style faith in God” influence our reading of his christological emphases, and
2) do Paul’s (undisputed) letters evince a divine Christology, and if so to what extent?

In a brief introduction (chapter 1), Tilling situates the specific aims of his study within
the context of recent discussions of Paul’s (divine) Christology. Tilling then addresses pre-
and post-1970s scholarship (chapter 2), engaging with the arguments of those who speak for
and those against a fully divine Christology in Paul. The breadth of coverage and level of
scrutiny in this section are commendable and repay close attention. From here Tilling offers
a more focused, though somewhat imbalanced critique of the works of Fee, Hurtado, and
Bauckham (chapter 3; “imbalanced” because Fee is the prominent figure in this part of the
discussion), with their respective contributions serving as building blocks in the development
of Tilling’s research. Specifically, Tilling builds upon 1) a particular neglect (or lack of suffi-
cient development) in Fee’s discussion of divine and human “relationality” (47; cf. 49-52),
a theme that Tilling deems crucial for understanding Paul’s divine Christology; 2) Hurtado’s
emphasis on the phenomenon of extending religious devotion to or worship of Christ by the
early believers, with the implication that he is in some way considered divine (31-32; cf. 52,
55-56); and 3) Bauckham’s twofold view of a relational “divine identity”—i.e., God and
Israel, God and all reality (19; cf. 61-62). After providing this incisive and fruitful survey of
scholarship, Tilling articulates his specific thesis and approach (chapter 4), which are con-
cerned with issues of method and practice when examining the christological data in Paul as
well as the substance of such examinations (cf. 74).

The core of Tilling’s thesis unfolds in chapters 5–8, beginning with an in-depth (and
rewarding) exegesis of 1 Cor 8.1–10.22 (chapter 5). From his close reading of the text (see
77-103), Tilling demonstrates how Paul negotiates (for the Corinthians) both the Jewish-
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style faith in God, which is intrinsically relational, and a fully divine Christology, which itself
proves to be relational. Specifically, Tilling emphasizes the way in which Paul compares the
relationship between Israel and YHWH vis-à-vis idolatry with the relationship between
believers (in Corinth) and Christ vis-à-vis idolatry. What is revealing about this comparison
is that the language and themes of the OT, detailing the relationship between Israel and
YHWH, are intentionally employed by Paul for “explaining and indicating the relation
between Christ and Christians” (103), which suggests that Paul operates from an established
understanding of how the two foci are compatible/harmonious. Then, in chapter 6, Tilling
offers an examination of the other (undisputed) Pauline letters to see how much of Paul’s
thought-world, as illustrated in 1 Cor 8.1–10.22, appears in other contexts. In other words:
does Paul possess an established divine Christology that shapes his thinking, or is his argu-
ment in 1 Corinthians merely a one-off? Tilling contends, again from close readings of the
texts (see 106-176), that, given the substance of Paul’s remarks and the emphases or associ-
ations he makes in his other letters, an established understanding of Christ-devotion is
unavoidable and that this understanding is nuanced in relational terms (see 176-180)—terms
normally ascribed to God-devotion. From here, Tilling is able to conclude that Paul’s
“Christ-relation” constitutes a theological and conceptual pattern in Paul’s thought and
expression (chapter 7), and that such a pattern can easily illuminate Pauline texts otherwise
“overlooked or downplayed” (188), in this case: 1 Cor 16.22 (chapter 8).

In chapter 9, Tilling takes a step back in order to address a potential issue, namely a small
handful of extrabiblical texts (Sirach, Life of Adam and Eve, and Similitudes of Enoch) thought
to be detrimental to a fully divine Christology. Opponents of a fully divine Christology con-
tend that these texts illustrate the phenomenon of other intermediary figures receiving devo-
tion (or worship), bearing titles, and/or exercising authority that ordinarily belongs to
YHWH alone. The upshot being: while these figures received such things, they were not con-
sidered divine or even synonymous with YHWH. Thus, according to Tilling’s interlocutors,
there is no reason to attribute divine status to Jesus because of his similarity to these other
intermediary figures. Tilling, however, emphatically disagrees and exposes not only the
methodological error of his interlocutors but also the incorrect conclusions drawn. In each
case, through a close and attentive (re)reading of the texts, Tilling demonstrates how Paul’s
language about Christ mirrors not the language about intermediaries but the language about
God in those texts (see 197-230). Thus, Paul’s treatment of Christ is decidedly and categor-
ically different from any supposed precedent. Tilling then takes this reading of the Pauline
data and returns to scholarly discussions of divine Christology (chapter 10). It is here that one
sees not only Tilling’s indebtedness to Fee, Hurtado, and Bauckham but also his contribution
(and ability) in moving the discussion forward (see 234-244) as well as stymieing the advances
of those wishing to deny Paul a fully divine Christology (see 244-252).

Finally, Tilling provides a summary of his research (chapter 11) and an insightful expla-
nation for how a fully divine Christology, specifically in terms of a “Christ-relation,” affects
current theological debate (appendix). While this latter section is classified as an “Appendix,”
it should not be considered or treated and thus read as an afterthought. Tilling’s observa-
tions in this section repay close attention, especially by those wishing to enter into christo-
logical debates in general and Pauline Christology in particular.

Tilling is to be commended not only for his ability to engage fairly and thoroughly with
scholars on both sides of the debate but also for his patient exegesis and rereading of the pri-



mary and secondary sources, and allowing the data to direct the outcome of the argument.
Tilling’s monograph serves as an example of how to do scholarly research in NT studies. In
terms of weaknesses, one will be hard-pressed to find any, unless of course one wishes that
Tilling brought in the disputed Pauline letters as a way for either comparison or contrast with
the undisputed ones. Fortunately, at least for one disputed letter (Ephesians), Tilling has
already addressed this concern in the 2012 Festschrift for Max Turner.

CARL S. SWEATMAN
Online Adjunct Instructor
Johnson University

Graham TOMLIN, ed. Philippians, Colossians. Reformation Commentary on
Scripture. Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity, 2013. 355 pp. $50.00.

Tomlin’s volume is the fourth published volume of the projected 28-volume Reformation
Commentary on Scripture (RCS), which follows in the footsteps of the Ancient Christian Com-
mentary on Scripture (ACCS). General editor of the series, Timothy George, says, “The RCS
has four goals: the enrichment of contemporary biblical interpretation through exposure to
Reformation-era biblical exegesis; the renewal of contemporary preaching through exposure to
the biblical insights of the Reformation writers; a deeper understanding of the Reformation itself
and the breadth of perspectives represented within it; and the recovery of the robust spiritual
theology and devotional treasures of the Reformation’s engagement with the Bible” (xv).

George begins the volume with a “General Introduction” expanding on the goals of the
series, its relationship to the ACCS, the parameters used for choosing the selections includ-
ed in each volume, the organization of the volumes’ contents, and the nature of biblical
interpretation in the period as represented by different groups at the time. Following the
introduction, “A Guide to Using This Commentary” explains the structure of contents.
Next, Tomlin’s introduction to the text includes the concerns and methods of the
Reformation authors, a brief survey of the authors and works used to compile the volume,
and a description of the key themes that arise from the Reformers’ interaction with the epis-
tles. The layout of the commentaries consists of the pericope, and an overview of the themes
raised by authors reacting with that portion of the biblical text, followed by the commen-
taries from each author. Each excerpt begins with a topical heading and the author’s name.
The name of the source and a footnote to bibliographic information follow the selection.
Occasionally, footnotes are also provided referencing allusions to other scriptures or classical
works, explaining the historical background of the period or previous church history, and
providing other important information. Following the commentaries, there are other extras
including a map of Reformation Europe, a 10-page timeline of the Reformation period orga-
nized by date and country, brief biographies of authors used in the volume, a bibliography,
and indices to authors and writings, subjects, and scripture references.

The authors used in the volume include extremely well-known Reformers (Calvin and
Luther), other familiar names (Arminius, Bullinger, Erasmus, Knox, Melanchthon, Simons,
and Zwingli), and more obscure individuals (Girolamo Zanchi and Henry Airay). As the
names suggest, selections are very diverse, including representatives from Lutheran, Reformed
(from various countries), Anglican, Puritan, Catholic, and Anabaptist perspectives. The
excerpts derive from expected sources (commentaries and sermons), but also lectures, cate-
chisms, letters, treatises, and confessions.
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